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1. Introduction
Message from
Managing Director
– Dominic Bond
On behalf of the whole
Sabre team and board
of trustees, I’m very
pleased to share with
you our annual report for
2014/15. This has been
a really exciting year at
Sabre, as we celebrated
our 10th anniversary with
an exhibition in central
London, and reached out
across the web to over
34,000 facebook users
with our ‘Happy from
Elmina’ film.

As the following pages capture,
this has been a landmark year for
us in many ways, with exciting
growth in both Ghana and the
UK, and great recognition for
our work. The fundraising team
in the UK has managed to more
than double Sabre’s income over
the past twelve months, with
some really creative fundraising
activities and a significant step
up in our applications to trusts,
foundations and statutory
funders. This in turn has enabled
our programme team in Ghana
to expand our work to new
communities, and increase the
scale of our impact on teachers,
children, parents, construction
workers, education officers and
college tutors.

n in June, our Transformational
Teacher Training project was
cited by the World Bank’s Early
Learning Partnership as a
‘Promising Preschool Practice
in Africa’ and featured in a
virtual panel presentation,

We are all very proud of Sabre’s
reputation for delivering impactful
and sustainable early years
education projects, in partnership
with the Ghana Education
Service. This year the excellence
and innovation of the projects
we deliver was reflected in the
recognition our work has gained
on a global stage:

n in February, we were invited
to Save the Children’s
Community Based Safe School
Construction Workshop, and

n in September, we were
invited to participate in the
consultation on measuring
and improving quality in early
childhood environments
hosted by UNICEF, UNESCO,
and the International Step by
Step Association,
n in November, we participated
in the UNICEF Eastern and
Southern Africa Regional
Early Childhood Education
Workshop,

n in March, our Brighter Futures
programme was profiled
on the Centre for Education
Innovations database, and
featured in the Innovator
Interview series.

For a small charity, it is wonderful
to be gaining this kind of
profile for our work, and having
the opportunity to share our
experience and learn from others
is exactly what we envisaged
when we set sharing and
collaboration as one of Sabre’s
founding values.
We ended the year with the
launch of our new website, we
think it captures the fun spirit of
Sabre whilst conveying the real
importance of the work that we
do, but please don’t take my word
for it – visit www.sabretrust.org to
judge for yourself.
In addition to the huge thank you
to our donors, sponsors, partners
and friends listed on page 20,
I would also like to extend my
personal thanks to our wonderful
team and trustees – your drive,
enthusiasm and determination are
what makes Sabre a really special
place to work, and translates on
into the hugely important impact
of our work in Ghana.
I hope you enjoy reading this
report.
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2. About the Sabre Trust
2.1 Mission & Vision

The Sabre Charitable Trust is
tackling the most important
issue in education - how to
improve quality in the early years.
Working in close partnership with
the Ghana Education Service,
Sabre is addressing challenges
related to access and quality in
the kindergarten sector, with a
particular focus on poor learning
environments and weak teacher
capacity.
Sabre’s Brighter Futures
programme is delivered through
Building Better Schools and
providing Transformational
Teacher Training. We build schools
with the District Assemblies,
for the Ghanaian Ministry of
Education, and train teachers
on the government payroll and
student teachers coming through
the further education system.
The Ghana Education Service’s
Operational Plan to Scale up
Quality Kindergarten Education
Nationwide provides a strategy
for the introduction of a new
approach to teaching and
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learning, which is child-centred,
activity-based and recognises the
value of play in early years. The
Sabre Trust is firmly committed
to supporting the delivery of this
Operational Plan, and changing
the way that the youngest
Ghanaians begin their education.
Our mission is to give young
Ghanaians the best possible start
to their education, enabling them
to achieve their full academic
potential and contribute to
Ghana’s future economic
development.
Our vision is an education system
where all children in Ghana are
engaged in active and play-based
learning in their early years, which
equips them with the skills and
knowledge they need to progress
through primary and junior high
school and complete their basic
education. This will help to bring
about a critical shift in mind-set
amongst teachers and pupils at
all levels of the Ghana education
system.

2.2 Organisational
Structure
The Sabre Trust is a
partnership between two
independent but linked
charities. In the UK, the
Sabre Charitable Trust is
registered with the Charity
Commission for England
and Wales (1105489),
and the small fundraising
team works hard to raise
income from a variety of
sources. In Ghana, the Sabre
Charitable Trust is registered
with the Department of
Social Welfare as a NonGovernment Organisation
(DSW/4852), and the project
implementation team is
focused on delivering the
Brighter Futures programme.
Both organisations have
active Boards of Trustees,
who have oversight for
programme delivery and
financial performance.

Some of the Sabre UK & Ghana
team at our office in Elmina
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3. Kindergarten Education in Ghana – Context
n Almost 50% of all
kindergarten teachers
are untrained
n 55% of schools have
no access to drinking
water
n Each work book is
shared between
3 children
n 355,000 four and
five year old children
(25.2%) are not
attending school

Early years education gives a
return on investment of 33:1 – no
other education intervention
comes close - (Source:
Psacharopoulos, 2014).
The reasons for this relate to the
pace at which a young child’s
brain is developing. The area of

a child’s brain that supports the
skills needed for learning, and the
ability to read, write and calculate
with numbers only begins to
develop from the age of three,
and has fully developed by age
eight. This makes the period when
a child is four and five years old
absolutely critical for beginning to
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learn the reasoning and cognitive
skills needed to succeed at school
and in later life.
This striking graph, adapted from
the world’s foremost medical
journal, The Lancet, shows how
the cognitive functions of a child’s
brain develop from birth to age 15.
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Self registration at Ayensudo
Islamic Kindergarten
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4. The Brighter Futures Programme
The Ghanaian child is at
the heart of everything
we do and the Brighter
Futures programme
derives its name from our
goal of building a brighter
future for school children
in Ghana.

4.1 Transformational Teacher Training
The Transformational Teacher
Training programme is a direct
response to the Government’s
vision to revolutionise
kindergarten teaching in Ghana.

The programme is jointly
managed by the Ghana Education
Service, the Sabre Trust and Our
Lady of the Apostles (OLA) College
of Education (in the Central
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Region) and Holy Child College of
Education (in the Western Region).
Over the last year we have
continued to develop and deliver
our Transformational Teacher
Training programme in the Central
Region, across 42 classrooms in
17 schools. July 2015 marked the
end of this two-year programme,
leaving an established network of
Model Practice Classrooms, staffed
by a fully trained kindergarten
teacher, who is also a Mentor for
future cohorts of student teachers
on their one year practical
placement.
The 2014/15 school year marked
the first phase of our expansion
into the Western Region, in
partnership with the Ghana
Education Service and Holy Child
College of Education. Here the
2014/15 school year is one of
preparation: selecting the schools
and teachers, sensitising parents,
and providing a full year of
training to a new team of trainers.

IMPACT
in the last year
..
.. n 74 student teachers graduated as Newly
.. Qualified Teachers and were posted out
.. to their own classrooms.
.. n 53 teachers completed their two year
.. training course and will become mentors
.. to future generations of student
.. teachers posted to their classrooms.
.. n 63 Student Teachers have received
.. intensive and highly practical training,
.. giving them confidence to implement
.. activity based practice.
.. n 13 OLA College Lecturers and
.. Ghana Education Service Officers
.. from the Central Region have been
.. trained as facilitators to support the
.. implementation of national plans to
.. scale up quality kindergarten education.
.. n A further 11 Holy Child College Lecturers
.. and Ghana Education Service Officers
.. from the Western Region have begun
.. training to become facilitators and
the implementation of national
.. support
plans to scale up quality kindergarten
.. education.
..
.. n 4,640 children have received a
.. better start to their education, through
active and play-based approach
.. an
to learning.
..
.

Student Teachers prepare
learning resources

The delivery
of this programme
has been made possible
through the generous
support of The British & Foreign
School Society, Ghana School
Aid, Laura Case Trust, Rotary
Club of Lostwithiel, Ryklow
Charitable Trust 1992, St James’
Place Foundation, the Vitol
Foundation and UK aid from
the UK government.
Thank you!

New to the Team
.. With an ever expanding
.. Transformational Teacher
.. Training programme,
.. the team in Ghana is
.. naturally growing. This
.. year we are delighted
.. to welcome:

Leela Shanti
Education
Projects Manager
– maternity cover

Lucy Bermaa
Monitoring,
Evaluation &
Learning Officer

Ben Kwado Appiah
Monitoring,
Evaluation
& Learning
Manager

INSIGHT:
NQT Report
..
.. The Brighter Futures team visited 19 classrooms to
.. assess how far the Newly Qualified Teachers who
in July 2014 are able to implement what
.. graduated
they have learnt:
..
.. 95% of the teachers were implementing phonics.
.. 84% of the classrooms had set up play centres and
.. had their rules on display.
.. Self-registration and the early morning big
.. circle sessions were being implemented in 74%
of classrooms.
Parents voting at Brenu
Akyinim M/A Basic School

Children drawing at
Baifikrom Kindergarten
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Teacher of the week Lydia Biney
from Elmina M/A Kindergarten

Challenges the Newly Qualified
Teachers faced:
74% of the classrooms had over
age and under age children.

Professor Anamuah-Mensah
visits Dwabor M/A Kindergarten

58% of the classrooms had no
resources to support the preparation
of Learning Materials for activities.
47% of teachers visited did not
feel they had their head teacher’s
support to implement the
programme.
39% of the classrooms visited were
not spacious enough to set up
centres.
21% of the classrooms did not
have KG appropriate furniture.

Teacher made
classroom resources

Four districts were
visited and it was
inspiring to learn
that education
directorates in two
of these districts
were already seeking
their own funding
to train teachers in
their districts on the
new child-centred
pedagogy.

Classroom at Asafra
D/A Kindergarten
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4.2 Building Better Schools
Our Building Better Schools
programme is a tried and tested
recipe for success, built on a sixyear partnership with international
design and engineering firm
Arup. In the past 12 months, we
have inaugurated Dominase
M/A Kindergarten School, which
was completed in May 2014,
and started building Ghana’s first
Kindergarten Centre of Excellence,
on the campus of Our Lady of
the Apostles (OLA) College of
Education in the Central Region.
A Centre of Excellence is a
Sustainable Kindergarten
Complex with a dual purpose.

OLA Kindergarten Centre of
Excellence construction site
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The three classroom school will
not only provide quality facilities
to hundreds of four and five year
olds but will also showcase an
optimal learning environment
to support our Transformational
Teacher Training programme.
The Centre of Excellence will
feature model classrooms
demonstrating the best way
to arrange indoor and outdoor
spaces and will expose student
teachers at OLA College of
Education to practical experience
early on in their studies, as well as
hosting training workshops.

OLA Kindergarten Centre
of Excellence Facts
n 120 four and five year olds will have a child
friendly learning environment equipped
with appropriate teaching resources.
n The project will employ and train
3 kindergarten teachers.
n 10 local artisans are employed on
site receiving training in sustainable
construction and new livelihood skills.
n Every year 160 OLA Student Teachers
will have the opportunity to engage with
child-centred activity-based learning in
the Centre of Excellence as part of their
Diploma in Early Childhood Education.

IMPACT in the last year
..
.. Dominase Kindergarten School
.. n 14 local artisans were employed on site and have
.. received training in sustainable construction and
.. gained new livelihood skills.
..
4 Teachers were enrolled on our Transformational
.. n Teacher
Training Course.
..
.. n By November 2014, enrolment had increased by
.. 270% and attendance was very high at 85%. The
teacher ratio of 13:1 and pupil trained teacher
.. pupil
ratio of 25:1 are significantly better than the national
.. averages (37:1 & 72:1 respectively).
.

New to the Team
.. To support the
.. concurrent
.. construction of
.. two kindergarten
.. schools, our team is
.. expanding. This year
.. we welcome:

Michael Debrah

Alfred Ofei
Trainee
Project
Engineer

Site
Manager

INSIGHT:
..
Plastic
formwork
.. In the past our Sustainable
.. Kindergarten Complex construction
.. projects have used wooden
.. formwork, made on site by our
.. carpenters. This is a very time.. consuming process and the
.. formwork can only be used once
.. or twice before it begins to warp
.. and deteriorate, the timber cannot
.. then be used for anything else.
.. We decided that a move to plastic
.. formwork would be more cost
.. effective and less wasteful, as it saves
.. significant time on site and can be
.. used over and over again. The end
.. result is a much smoother finish as
.. well, which further enhances the
look of the school structure.

The delivery of this
programme has been made
possible through the generous
support of Arup International
Development, AECOM, The British
& Foreign School Society, Ecobank
Foundation, Exertis & the TechAid sponsors,
Ghana International Foundation, The MarrMunning Trust, Tullow Oil plc and the Brighter
Futures Marathon Team. The construction
works have been delivered in partnership
with the K.E.E.A. Municipal Assembly,
K.E.E.A. Education Directorate, school
management at Dominase M/A Basic,
and the community members from
Dominase and OLA.
Thank you!

Plastic Formwork

This is a long-term investment for Sabre
and will assist in reducing the time of
our construction programmes, as well as
forming part of our preparations to scale up
the Building Better Schools programme.
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5. Forward Plans
Sabre’s innovative and highly
impactful approach has gained
global recognition for excellence,
and we are very excited about our
forward plans to increase the scale
and reach of the Brighter Futures
programme.
From September 2015 the
Transformational Teacher Training
programme will expand into
a further 40 classrooms in the
Central Region. In the Western
Region we will begin the
implementation phase seeing
training being delivered to 46
teachers and 136 student teachers
across 46 classrooms.
The 2015/16 academic year
will see the completion of OLA
Story telling at Dominase
M/A Kindergarten

Graduation at Bronyibima
M/A Kindergarten
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Kindergarten Centre of Excellence
and Holy Child Kindergarten
Centre of Excellence, these will be
Ghana’s first Kindergarten Centres
of Excellence, and mark a key
milestone in the expansion of our
Brighter Futures Programme in
both regions.
We also have some really exciting
plans to take our Building
Better School programme to
scale with the support of Arup
International Development,
through developing a revised
version of our existing Sustainable
Kindergarten Complex, which
will deliver a high quality early
learning environment, at a
significantly lower cost than the
current model.

Classroom scene at
Dominase M/A Kindergarten
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6. Funding our Work
In August 2014 we
celebrated Sabre’s 10th
Birthday. In recognition of
this landmark year, we set
ourselves some ambitious
fundraising targets, with
the goal of doubling the
organisation’s programme
reach and impact by
September 2015. To
achieve this we more than
doubled Sabre’s turnover,
raising £449,297,
and developed some
important new funding
relationships.

Corporate Partnerships
This has been an unprecedented
year for us in terms of corporate
partnerships, and all six of our
corporate partners have shown
their strong commitment to early
years education in Ghana.
Arup has supported Sabre
over the past six years with
expert technical assistance on
our Building Better Schools

Arup Exhibition
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programme and this year the
firm was instrumental in helping
us deliver our first exhibition,
‘Building Brighter Futures’, which
provided the backdrop to our
10th birthday celebrations in
August. Arup provided the venue
as well as funding and curating
expertise. Sabre’s own Nadine
Adamski worked alongside the
Arup exhibition production team,

and we would like to say an extra
special ‘thank you’ to Hayley Gryc,
who headed up the Arup team
and has given Sabre unwavering
volunteer technical support for
over six years. In addition to Jack
Brockway’s captivating images,
the exhibition told the story of our
Brighter Futures programme, with
videos, models and even a replica
Ghanaian kindergarten classroom.
Through an incredible employee
engagement campaign, staff at
Tullow Oil raised over £150,000
to support our Kindergarten
Centre of Excellence projects at
OLA and Holy Child Colleges of
Education. Championed by Tullow
Vice President, David Lawrie,
the Brighter Futures Marathon
Team completed the New York
Marathon in November 2014,
raising funds through individual
sponsorship, community
fundraising within the Tullow
group, and corporate sponsorship
from partner companies in the oil
industry. The team’s efforts drew

firm’s Ghana charity partner. In
addition to a very generous grant
to support the construction of the
Holy Child Centre of Excellence,
employees from Subsea7 joined
a team from Sabre’s hometown
of Lostwithiel to run the Eden
Half marathon in October and a
number of Subsea7 employees
have taken the opportunity to visit
our projects in Ghana.
Brighter Futures
Marathon training
for NY marathon
in Chiswick

support from 1,500 staff across
Tullow’s global offices, and
earned them a shortlisting for
the Better Society Best Staff
Engagement award.
One of the partner companies
introduced to Sabre through the
Brighter Futures Marathon Team,
was Subsea 7, and we were
delighted to be selected as the

This year we also welcomed
Exertis, Sabre’s newest
corporate partner. Reaching
out to companies across the IT
industry, Exertis is pioneering
our first industrywide corporate
volunteering scheme.
TechAid aims to
raise £120,000 by
arranging a trip for
20 volunteers, to
help build one of
our kindergarten
schools. Unfortunately
last year’s trip was
postponed due to

the Ebola Crisis but the team has
already raised over £50,000 and
is now preparing to travel in
early 2016.
AECOM’s first national Fancy
Dress Dodgeball Tournament,
organised by Lewis Brimmell and
Ben Aitken, brought a group of
140 employees to Birmingham
dressed in what can only be
described as ‘striking’ fancy dress
outfits for a day of fast paced and
competitive dodgeball. Thanks
to Lewis, Ben and Carmen Harris
for making this day happen and
to AECOM for providing support.

The tournament raised a brilliant
£9,260. AECOM also provided a
very generous donation to our
Big Give Christmas Challenge and
again kindly printed this annual
report as a gift in kind.
In a unique funding arrangement,
Partner Schools Worldwide
continued to support Sabre’s core
costs with a 10% turnover donation
on all school trips to Ghana, worth
an incredible £39,750. Additionally
the company provides gifts in
kind of office accommodation,
stationary and logistics support
worth a further £14,506.

AECOM’s first national Fancy
Dress Dodgeball Tournament
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Community Fundraising
Trust and Foundations
..
.. We were delighted to secure
.. repeat funding this year from a
.. number of committed trust and
.. foundation partners. This is a
testament to the quality of
.. strong
Sabre’s project work in Ghana, and
.. reflects the hard work of both the
.. Brighter Futures delivery team and
.. the UK-based fundraising team.
.. In addition to consolidating these
.. important existing relationships,
.. we were excited to secure grants
.. from two new funders. In a first
.. for Sabre, we were awarded
.. statutory funding through the
.. Department for International
.. Development’s Global Poverty
Fund, this three-year grant,
.. Action
with matched funding from the
.. Vitol Foundation, will allow us
.. to expand our Transformational
.. Teacher Training into the Western
.. Region. A generous donation from
.. the Rotary Club of Lostwithiel was
.. matched through the Big Give
Challenge, allowing us
.. Christmas
to fund ten teachers on our Central
.. Region Transformational Teacher
.. Training project – hopefully this
.. is the start of another new and
.. sustained funding relationship.
..
18 ..
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Jon Carter’s Zurich
Iron Man

Sabre supporters really pulled out
all the stops to celebrate Sabre’s
10th birthday. Highlights were Jon
Carter’s Zurich Iron Man, Betsy Coles’
kente inspired lunch for Sabre, and
the very hilly Eden half marathon.
We were also grateful for the
fantastic support given to our
Big Give Christmas Challenge,
which helped us hit our target
and raise £41,460.

We had great fun with the
Reach Cambridge students who worked very hard during
their community outreach programme to raise awareness
and funds for Sabre. Alongside the annual Reach football
tournament, auction and carnival day, students held an
education flash mob in Cambridge city centre, which really
caught local residents’ attention. This year the group raised a
record-breaking £4,965.

Betsy Coles’ kente
inspired lunch

Annual Reach
carnival day

INSIGHT: Sabre Ambassadors
..
.. This year we launched our Sabre Ambassadors scheme, which invites
.. committed supporters to work with us on specific fundraising and
.. networking projects. We are delighted that Betsy Coles, Jacqui Main, Tom
.. Malcolm-Green and Moyra Zaman have agreed to be our trailblazers, and we
.. look forward to working with you all on some exciting projects.
..

6.1 Statement of Financial Activity
The figures presented here for the year ended 31 March 2015 are a summary of the
statutory accounts presented to Companies House and the Charities Commission in
September 2015. A full copy of the accounts can be downloaded from the charity
commission website: www.charitycommission.gov.uk
Unrestricted
Funds £

Restricted
Funds £

Total 2015
£

Total 2014
£

INCOME				
Incoming Resources from Generated Funds				
Voluntary Income

Fundraising Events & Marketing
Investment Income

Incoming Resources from Charitable Activities
Total Income

£129,264

£198,624

£327,888

£160,314

£41

£0

£41

£14

£49,861
£0

£71,505
£0

£121,366
£0

£17,690
£1,200

£179,166

£270,129

£449,295

£179,218

£103,244

£0

£103,244

£58,521

£0

£8,299

EXPENDITURE				
Costs of Generating Voluntary Income

Costs of Charitable Activities

Governance Costs
Total Expenditure

£16,215

£253,152

£127,758

£253,152

£8,299

£117,686

£380,910

£184,403

£68,385

£8,196

Net Income for the Year

£51,408

Fund Balances at 31 March 2015

£93,904			

Fund Balances at 01 April 2014

£16,977

£269,367

-£5,185

£25,519			
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7. Thank You
There is no way we could
achieve our goals and build
a brighter future for school
children in Ghana without the
continued support of all our
wonderful donors, sponsors,
partners and friends. We would
like to say a huge ‘thank you’
to you for getting behind our
projects and contributing your
time, enthusiasm and donations.

• AECOM • Arup
•
Ben
Aitken
• Betsy Coles • Brighter
Futures Marathon Team: David
Lawrie, Halima Besisira, Gregor
Calderwood,
Shane
Cowley,
Stephen Golding, Stu Greaney, Tony
Griffiths, Jonathan Hargreaves, Ellis
Lawrie, Kevin Light, Carmen Mills, David Quirke and Corinne Stemp • Brighter
Futures Marathon Corporate Sponsors: Anadarko Petroleum Corporation,
Baker Hughes Inc, FMC Technologies Inc, General Electric, Modec Inc, Subsea
7, Technip and Tullow Oil plc • British and Foreign School Society • Building
Brighter Futures Exhibition Team: Hayley Gryc, Jo da Silva, Joseph Stables,
We would like to use this space
Tim White, John Walton and Ken Eaton • Carmen Harris • Eden Marathon
to mention by name some of the
Team: Andy Stuart, Dominic Bond, Fabio Girotto, Luke Jones, Oliver Denne,
trusts, foundations, corporate
Paul Tews, Tim Jarrett, and Tom Miles • Ecobank Foundation • Exertis •
partners and individuals whose
Ghana International Foundation • Ghana School Aid • Jackie McAngus
support has been invaluable.
Jacqui Main • Jean Watkinson • Laura Case Trust • Lewis Brimmell
• Jack Brockway • Jon Anderson • Jon Carter • Marr-Munning Trust
• Moyra Zaman • Partner Schools Worldwide • Reach Cambridge
• Reed Foundation • Rotary Club of Lostwithiel • Ryklow
Charitable Trust 1992 • St James’ Place Foundation
• TechAid Sponsors: Microsoft, Frontier Group,
Onecom, Sony, Targus, Digital Phone Company,
Curveball Solutions • Tom Malcolm-Green
• UK aid from the UK government
• Vitol Foundation • William
Olmstead
•
The Eden
Marathon Team
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Children at Ayensudo
Islamic Kindergarten
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The Sabre Charitable Trust (Ghana),
P.O. Box Elmina 329, Central Region, Ghana
Telephone: +44 (0) 203 239 9476
+233 (0) 287 998 117
Email: trust@sabretrust.org
Web: www.sabretrust.org
Registered in England. Sabre Charitable Trust.
No.1105489. Registered Office: 2nd Floor,
145-157 St John Street, London EC1V 4PY, UK
Registered in Ghana with the Department of
Social Welfare. Sabre Charitable Trust.
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